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Problem  Definition

Robustness: The "robustness" of a graph or class of 

graphs measures its resilience/attack tolerance (in terms 

of  connectivity) to the removal of edges or vertices

Input: Scale free network  

with  sustained attack

Output: Robustness of the 

network

Achieving more accurate robustness coefficient

measurement, ensuring reliability and stability To

identify the survival strategy or attacking approach

of a complex network .
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1.Network diameter, Size of Largest component, 

average size of the rest of the component, average 

inverted shortest path length.[Albert et al. 2000]

2.Taking the largest weakly  connected 

component.[Piraveenan et al. 2012]

Removing  vertices  one by one until  S=0,S<=N,S=Size 

of the largest connected component , N=Network Size

Calculating  value of robustness coefficient.

Higher value of  R ,more robust the network

1.We proposed Largest bi-connected component   as a 

better  parameter that  gives more accuracy and 

reliability of network

1. Input. a scale free network with targeted attack or

failure.

2. Output :measurement of attack tolerance against

this attack

3. Take the largest bi-connected component of the

network

4. Remove the defected vertices one by one until size

converges to unity and observe the disintegration

process

5. Two way of removal of vertices

6. Random order, sequential order

7. After calculating the robustness coefficient according

the previous formula ,we will get that scale free

network shows higher resilience towards random

attack and higher vulnerability towards targeted

attack

Output:

Biconnectivity  ends and 

network remains a singly 

connected component ,which is 

non reliable and disintegrates 

fast .     

Output:

Random node removal 

gives much resilience 

and sequential shows 

vulnerability
Bi-connected             Singly  connected  

2.Two disjoint paths   between any pair of vertices

3.During attack or failure an  alternative path exists to 

survive or recover and so reliability achieved.

4.As long as bi connectivity  exists network remains more 

robust than a singly connected component .

So, Measurement of Robustness coefficient gives more 

accuracy

Comparison between bi-

connected and weakly 

connected component .

Random node removal  VS  

Sequential node removal

Our   Idea

Objective

Existing robustness coefficient  formulation:

Our  Methodology

Existing Measures

Result
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